
EZ Way Stand Support Strap Instructions

Using with EZ Way Stands
EZ Way, Inc.

The Stand Support Strap is an optional accessory that is used for additional lower body support and effective in
helping patients stand in an upright position. Never use the Support Strap without a harness. 

Applying the Stand Support Strap
1. Before using the Support Strap, first fit the harness to the patient, then

attach the harness to the stand in the normal fashion.
2. Press the UP button and raise the patient to a standing position.
3. Once the patient is raised, attach one loop at the end of the Support

Strap to one of the hooks located at the base of the stand arms, just
above the top of the actuator. Position the pad of the Support Strap
behind the patient and attach the other loop to the opposite hook at the
top of the actuator. Pull each strap to keep the pad centered and in place
on the buttocks.

4. Place your hip in the center of the patient's buttocks, reach around the
patient to grasp straps on each side of the support strap, and gently press
forward with your hip while tightening the straps on each side equally
to keep the patient centered. Adjust the Support Strap to the desired
tension.

NOTE: Due to the constant support provided by this accessory, tension
exists in both straps warranting careful removal of the Support Strap.
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WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

Removing the Stand Support Strap
1. Place your hip behind the patient.
2. Reach around the patient and gently release one buckle. Patient should

gently, with your support and assistance, move into a slightly bent knee
position with weight centered towards seated surface.

3. Release second buckle or move Support Strap to the side. Follow patient
lowering instructions in the Operator's Manual.
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